1. 12ft by 8ft, Spray Paint on Garage. I was asked to paint a piece for the Lilac mural
project in San Francisco and decided to do a pursuit of happiness piece. This
particular pursuit of happiness piece represent the culmination of feelings you get
once you get done with a harsh climb, and you finally get to see the view for the first
time. In that moment you realize it was all worth the struggle.
2. 100ft by 20ft, Spray Paint and Enamel. This painting was done in a giant abandoned
warehouse space. It is a continuation on the pursuit of happiness theme, and is
representing a rough part in that pursuit of happiness.
3. 12ft by 8ft, Spray Paint. Another continuation on the pursuit of happiness theme. This
one is calling out to god for answers. A moment we can all relate to in a desperate
time of need.
4. 8ft by 15ft, Spray Paint and Enamel. Mother Marry. Another piece I created in a
abandoned location. This one has frequent homeless visitors, so I wanted to leave
something peaceful behind for them. Something that will allow them to feel human.
Something that could potentially lead them from there struggles and into a new life.
5. 18ft by 12ft, Spray Paint. This one is my newest piece in the pursuit of happiness
series. I was sponsored for this painting so was able to really branch out and use
some colors. I was given 200$ in supplies, and was tested to see what I could paint in
one day.
6. 14ft by 10ft. Spray Paint. A cry for help in the pursuit of happiness.
7-10. The remaining paintings are all works on canvas that I feel help display my
abilities in proportionally representing what I see, and also my ability to use color in a
energetic, and expressive way.

If you have any questions regarding any of my work please feel free to call me
636-219-2520.

For more work you can always visit my Facebook at Mitch Bierer
Thank You!

